SIERRA COLLEGE OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY
LABORATORY EXERCISE

Lab N04: Binoculars
NAME

GROUP

OBJECTIVE:
 Learn about binocular magnification, aperture, field of view.
 Calculate resolution, light gathering power, limiting magnitude, and exit pupil.
 Time permitting, observe some binocular objects.
INTRODUCTION:
Binoculars are surprisingly sophisticated devices. A pair of binoculars consists of
two refracting telescopes, so each telescope can service a separate eye. To
work, the two separate telescopes are carefully aligned at the factory. The
internal optics of binoculars bounce the light around in complicated, folded
paths—this makes binoculars very compact and convenient to use.
Binoculars do not have interchangeable eyepieces. Therefore, they only provide
one magnification. The magnification and aperture (in mm) of a set of binoculars
are always printed on the instrument, as a pair of numbers. Aperture and
objective diameter are synonymous.
The field of view of binoculars indicates how much of the sky you can see
through the binoculars. The field of view is measured in degrees.
The fine detail that you can see is referred to as the resolution. The resolution is
measured in arcseconds—the smaller the resolution number, the smaller the
details that can be seen. The resolution of the human eye is approximately 60
arcseconds. The resolution of an optical system depends upon the diameter of
the objective, and can be estimated using Equation 1.
Equation 1: Resolution of an objective

The large lenses of binoculars also collect more light than the human eye. The
light gathering power of a lens is calculated using Equation 2.
Equation 2: Light gathering power of two objectives

D1 and D2 are the objective diameters being compared.
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Recall that astronomers measure the brightnesses
of stars using the magnitude system. The brighter
a star is, the smaller its magnitude, so a star with
m=1 is brighter than a star with m=4. The faintest
stars that human eyes can see are about m=6.
This is called the limiting magnitude.
Each difference (Δ) of one magnitude means a
brightness difference of approximately 2.5 x. A
difference of two magnitudes means a brightness
difference of approximately 6.3 x. The brightness
differences of some magnitude differences are
given in Table A.

Table A
Δ 1.0 mag = 2.5 x
Δ 2.0 mag = 6.3 x
Δ 3.0 mag =16 x
Δ 4.0 mag = 40 x
Δ 4.2 mag = 49 x
Δ 4.5 mag = 63 x
Δ 5.0 mag = 100 x
Δ 5.5 mag = 160 x
Δ 5.7 mag = 200 x
Δ 6.0 mag = 250

The increased light gathering power of binoculars allow us to see much fainter
object, extending the limiting magnitude.
Another important character of binoculars is the diameter of the beam of light
coming through the eyepiece. This is called the exit pupil. The size of the exit
pupil can be calculated using Equation 3.
Equation 3: Exit pupil

The exit pupil should be matched to your eye size for the brightest view
possible. During the day, the pupil diameters of human eyes contract to 2-4 mm.
At night, the pupil diameter is more like 5-8 mm diameter. Binoculars designed
for birdwatching, hiking, and concerts are not always appropriate for astronomy.
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PROCEDURE I: Binocular construction
1. In the left-hand half of the figure below, circle and label both the eyepiece and
the objective.

2. Measure the entire path that light takes as it travels from Point B to Point A.
Record it below. This is how big the binoculars would be if the light beam wasn’t
“folded.” Also, measure the size of the binoculars, from Point C to Point D.
Record this below. Include your units.
A-B Distance: ____________________

C-D Distance: ____________________

3. Inspect the four pairs of binoculars at the front of the room. Make sure you know
how to adjust the binoculars to account for your interocular distance, and any
tiny differences between your left and right eye. Make sure you know how to
focus the binoculars.
4. Of the two binoculars, set A or set D, which is heavier? Circle your answer.
SET A

SET D

PROCEDURE II: Magnification and resolution
5. For each pair of binoculars, record the magnification, and the objective diameter
in Table B. Use correct units.
Table B: Binocular parameters
Set A

Set B

Set C

Set D

Magnification
Objective
diameter
Resolution
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6. Image A below shows the moon with a resolution of the human eye (5 mm
diameter, protein lenses). Image B is the moon with the resolution expected
from tiny, toy binoculars (5 mm diameter, glass lenses). Image C shows the
moon at the resolution of moderate binoculars (35 mm diameter, glass lenses).
Use the moon map at the front of the class to find the names of two objects too
small to be observed in Figure A, but which can be seen in Figure C.
Feature 1: ______________________ Feature 2: _______________________

A: Human resolution

B: 5 mm binoculars

C: 35 mm binoculars

7. Use Equation 1 to calculate the resolution of all four sets of binoculars,
completing Table B. Express your answers using the appropriate units.
PROCEDURE III: Light gathering power and field of view
8. Use Equation 2 to calculate the light gathering power of all four sets of
binoculars, compared to the human eye, which has a diameter of approximately
5 mm. Record your results in Table C. Use the appropriate units.
9. Using the magnitude scale information in Table A, estimate the magnitude gain
that each set of binoculars would provide. Record this magnitude gain in Table
C. For help on this and the next step, refer to the boxed sample calculation,
below.
Limiting magnitude sample calculation
A 40 mm diameter pair of binoculars, compared to the human eye (5 mm diameter), would have
a relative LGP of…
LGP = (40 mm/5 mm)2 = 64 x
Table A shows that a difference in 64x brightness corresponds to approximately 4.5 mag.
This means the limiting magnitude would be approximately 6+4.5 = 10.5

10. Since the naked eye can see down to magnitude 6 in absolutely ideal
conditions, calculate the limiting magnitude for all four binoculars. Record this in
Table C.
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Table C: Binoculars and light gathering power
Set A

Set B

Set C

Set D

Light gathering
power
Magnitude gain
Limiting
magnitude
Field of view
11. Use the scale on the wall to measure the fields of view of the four sets of
binoculars, for Table C. Use the appropriate units.
PROCEDURE IV: Exit pupil
12. Table D gives the parameters for a few pairs of binoculars listed on Amazon.
Use Equation 3 to calculate their exit pupils, with appropriate units. In Table D,
circle the appropriate yes/no answers to indicate if they are appropriate for
daytime and/or nighttime use.
Table D: Exit pupils
Model

Parameters

Exit pupil

Daytime

Nighttime

Bushnell
Trophy

8 x 32

Yes

No

Yes

No

Orion
09332

7 x 50

Yes

No

Yes

No

8.5 x 21

Yes

No

Yes

No

8 x 42

Yes

No

Yes

No

Pentax
Papilio II
Celestron
71332 DX

PROCEDURE V: Do some viewing!
13. Weather and time permitting, the instructor may suggest a few objects that
students can attempt to find in the night sky that are appropriate for binocular
viewing, such as the Milky Way in Scorpius/Sagittarius or the Double Cluster
(fall semester); or the Pleiades, Orion Nebula, or the Beehive Cluster (spring
semester).
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VOCABULARY:
Binoculars
Magnification and aperture
Field of view
Resolution

Light gathering power
Magnitude system
Limiting magnitude
Exit pupil

QUESTIONS/ANALYSIS:
1) In the binocular figure in Procedure I, what is the length of the folded optical
system of the binoculars, compared to if it wasn’t folded?
(Hint: Make a ratio of the C-D distance divided by the A-B distance, and multiply
this ratio by 100 to get your answer in percentage.)

2) Which set of binoculars (A, B, C, or D) had the highest magnification? Which
had the largest objective?
Highest Mag: ________________

Largest objective: ________________

3) Write, under each optical system below, which of the following objects you can
see. (Hint: find the brightness of 3c 273 on Wikipedia, the other objects can be
researched on your sky simulation program.)
Saturn: the ringed planet
Neptune: the most distant known planet

Pluto: famous dwarf planet
3C 273: the brightest quasar

Naked Eye

Binoculars set D

Binoculars set A

4) In Table C, you measured the field of view for
circle the sets, for which the various objects
view.
The Moon (30’ in size):
SET A
The Andromeda Galaxy (3° in size):
SET A
A Milky Way cloud (5° in size)
SET A

the four sets of binoculars. Below,
could completely fit in the field of
SET B
SET B
SET B

SET C
SET C
SET C

SET D
SET D
SET D

5) Tape a sheet from this lab on the classroom exit door. From the opposite end of
the classroom, determine the smallest word or letter you can clearly see.
Measure its length in mm. Repeat this exercise using Binocular set B.
Smallest size (eye): ___________

Smallest size (binoculars): ___________
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